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poly of the machine-age instruments of mental communication was
at least as potent a weapon as the monopoly of machine-guns in
breaking opposition and in preventing it from reasserting itself.
Indeed, the eventual dictators would never have reached the point
at which the monopoly of physical weapons came within their grasp
if their genius in the use of psychological weapons had not won them
their way to the conquest of material omnipotence. By the preli-
minary drum-fire of propaganda, the opposing political forces were
disorganized before the physical revolutions were made; and, when
once the revolutionary Government was installed and its dictatorship
fully established, the momentarily discomfited opposition was para-
lysed for the future by being deprived of the modern social nervous-
system in default of which the left hand could no longer know what
the right hand was doing. In a Fascist Italy or a National-Socialist
Germany, the members of the opposition could not maintain a party
press or hold a public meeting or even keep in touch with one another
through the postal and telephone service without their communica-
tions being observed and intercepted by the ubiquitous eyes and
ears of 'the totalitarian state'. And, when thus deprived of the
modern material apparatus of communication, the men and women
of the Machine Age were effectively isolated from one another, since
the latter-day Western homo mechanicus had suffered the misfortune
of those species of fish that have lost their sight through living in the
darkness of a subterranean habitat. The defeated opponents of a
Mussolini or a Hitler no longer possessed that primitive human
6sixth sense3 through which news and views were still mysteriously
conveyed, with little less than the speed of wireless, among twentieth-
century African and Asiatic 'Natives'; and accordingly these
Westerners who had been placed, through a political revolution,
in the 'Native's' political situation found themselves politically
helpless in a predicament for which they were socially unfit.
It will be seen that the command of propaganda and of education,
in the widest sense of both these terms, was an indispensable founda-
tion and safeguard for the post-war dictators' 'totalitarian' political
powers; and it was this that made a conflict inevitable between the
post-war 'totalitarian' states and their subjects' ancestral Churches
—even in Italy and Germany, where a conflict was not desired on
either side, as well as in the Soviet Union, where the local version
of the new paganism appears to have been more deliberately militant.
The conflict was inevitable because the new pagan authority claimed
exclusive, jurisdiction—and could not claim less without placing its
own future in jeopardy—in a sphere of life in which the Churches,

